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Questions

1. Make the Seller, WholeSaler and Retailer classes, where WholeSaler and Retailer inherit from
    Seller class. (Seller class cannot be instantiated).
       Seller has 2 constructors:

-Seller(int cash)- initializes the cash attribute of Seller with the integer argument
-Seller(int cash,Product[] p)- initializes the cash attribute of Seller with the integer 

argument and the products ArrayList of Seller as the array p.

 -sell(Product pdt) method searches for the product in the products ArrayList of Seller and if 
found, it checks whether the quantity available is greater than the quantity to be sold. 
If so, it decreases the quantity of the product in the ArrayList of Seller and adds the 
appropriate value to the cash of Seller.  

-sell(Product pdt, int discount) method functions similar to the Sell(Product pdt) method but 
applies a discount on the price.

-buy(Product pdt) method adds the product in the ArrayList of the Seller and deducts the 
cost from his cash. (One product has only one entry in the ArrayList)

-getStock() method returns the products ArrayList of Seller
-getBalance() method returns the cash of Seller.



      WholeSaler and Retailer both have two constructors that call the appropriate constructor of the
      parent class.

-sell(Product pdt, boolean discount) method of WholeSaler gives a discount 3% if discount 
is True, 0 otherwise.

-sell(Product pdt) method of Retialer gives a discount of 10% if sale attribute is True,
0 otherwise.

2. Complete the given class templates-
-implement sell() method for the  Manufacturer class 
-implement the buy() method for the Buyer class

sell() and buy() function similar to the Seller class.
 
3. Test your code using the given Driver class.

Driver1()
Executing the Driver1() method instantiates all the classes and displays the state of the 
objects after creation of the objects.
Driver2()
It carries out the transactions between the objects created and displays their final state after 
the transactions. 

NOTE: Your console output should match with the text file excpected_output.txt


